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Attorneys for the CALIFORNIA
UNIONS FOR RELIABLE ENERGY
California Unions for Reliable Energy ("CURE") submit this first status report pursuant to the Committee’s December 22, 2009 Scheduling Order. CURE attended the site visit and informational hearing on December 14, 2009. Since the Committee granted CURE’s petition to intervene on December 15, 2009, CURE has participated in all data request workshops and attended a second site visit. CURE also submitted briefs on water policy issues, pursuant to the Committee’s January 7, 2010 Scoping Order and participated in the hearing on January 26, 2010.

CURE is currently evaluating the Application for Certification, Staff’s data requests and the Applicant’s responses to data requests. CURE is working to identify whether further data requests are needed to clarify the proposed project, potentially significant impacts and mitigation measures, and compliance with the Warren-Alquist Act, including LORS. CURE anticipates participating in future workshops in this proceeding.
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Attorneys for the CALIFORNIA UNIONS FOR RELIABLE ENERGY
Declaration of Service

I Bonnie Heeley declare that on February 1, 2010, I served and filed copies of the attached CALIFORNIA UNIONS FOR RELIABLE ENERGY STATUS REPORT NUMBER 1 dated February 1, 2020. The original document, filed with the Docket Office, is accompanied by a copy of the most recent Proof of Service list, located on the web page for this project at: http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/genesis_solar.

The document has been sent to both the other parties in this proceeding (as shown on the Proof of Service list) and to the Commission’s Docket Office via email and U.S. mail.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed at South San Francisco, CA on February 1, 2009.

__________________________
Bonnie Heeley
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